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Abstract

An important task of oceanology aimed to investigate reproduction
of commercial fish of the N rthwest Atlantic is to obtain regular data
on horizontal circulation o water; these data are necessary for im-
proving our knowledge of ph to-, zoo- and ichthyoplankton drift and
also for determining condit ons of survival of the next generations
of fish. The present paper eals with specific features of surface
circulation in Divisions of the South Labrador, Newfoundland and the
Flemish Cap Bank in spring/ ummer 1981.
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rectness of this method was confirmed by further investigations of

water circulation in this area, besides, an additional evidence in

favour of the dynamic method was obtained during those investiga-
tions. In particular, comparing dynamic topography of the sea sur-
face with the data on surface currents in the Flemish Cap area ob-

tained with modern instruments it was determined that that method
reflected the qualitative picture of mesoscale circulation of surface
waters over the bank (Kudlo and Borovkov,1980). Taking the dynamic

method as a designed one we can not by-pass the question of determi-
ning the reference surface on which according to the demands of the
method a condition of immobility or neglrctably weak water movement
should be observed. Solving of this problem is complicated by lack
of measurements of vertical speed profile and also by lack of a re-
liable objective method for determination of water layer with zero
or minimal speed which would be able to use data of usual oceanogra-
phic observations. In this connection its worth saying that the re-
sults of qualitative control for calculations of surface currents
in tha Labrador and Newfoundland areas testify that the reference
surface taken in a layer from 200 to 1000-2000 m usually to a cer-
tain extent complies with necessary requirements.

An additional indirect evidence that in the shelfy zones of the
areas mentioned and also over the Flemish Cap Bank currents become
weak from the depths about 200 m may serve the fact that the boun-
dary of the area with grounds containing fine silty particles is
situated mainly in depths from 150-170 to 200-250 m. Absence of
silty fractions in sediments of lesser depths is related, apparently,
to greater mobility of water near bottom on banks shoals and also
on the coastal part of the shelf.

Considering all the above mentioned for assessing specific fea-
tures of the surface currents field in the shelfy zone of the Labra-
dor and Newfoundland areas and also over the Flemish Cap Bank in
spring/summer 1981 the 200-m layer had been taken for the reference
surface. Materials of standard debep -water observations on temperature
and salinity of water collected during cruises of the PINRO vessels
(Table 1) were taken as the initial ones.

Calculation of the dynamic heights for each station were made in
accordance with the standard program on the PINRO "Minsk-32" electro-
nic computer. In order to reduce the dynamic heights of the shallow-
water stations to the reference level we used the method recommended
by M.M.Somov (1937). The results of calculations are presented as
schemes of dynamic topography of sea surface relating to the periods
of observations. Dynamic horizontals on all the charts are plotted
with the interval of 2 dynamic cantimeters.

In order to assess the dynamic state of the Labrador Current we
calculated the values of volume transport through the parts of some
oceanographic sections crossing this current. A stepped reference
surface approximating the continental slope topography and that of
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Vessel,	 ! Period of observations ! Area of ob- !Number of
 !tions withwith t'„S70ocruise No	 servations !measurements

	

IrGemma",23	 March 22 - uly 1

"N.Kononov';

	

4/81	 June 1	 - July 28

"Persey

	

24	 M

3 KLMN

2J, 3 KLMNO

3 LNO- pine 14

310

176

39
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the last part may be a consequence of some unevoidable errors in the
input data and/or a distorting effect of internal waves, tidal and
inertial fluctuations.

All the features of speed changes in surface water geostrophic
movement along the trajectory of stream are revealed in the geostro-
phic integral transport distribution as well®

Thus, a decrease of surface speed along the main branch in June
(Fig.1) corresponded to general decrease of water transport in the
Flemish Cap Deep (section Flemish Cap) up to the "tail" of the
Grand Bank (section CG-2) composing in late June / early July 4.1Sv
(Table 2).

Table 2 Labrador Current transport, its norms and anomalies on standard
sections of the Northwest Atlantic in 1981 (according to the data

of 23 cruise of R/V "Gemma")

-6	 -1
Transport, 10 m	 x c Section, part, layer ! Period !

! 1981	 norm	 anomaly
Flemish Cap, H1GH2,

0-bottom June 29-30	 7.0	 3.3
	

3®7

4-A, 4-12 stat.,0-1000m April 9	 3.7
	 4.8	 -1.1

CG-3,11-14 stat.,0-2000m April 8 	 8.9	 5®3
	

3.6

CG-3,11-14 stat.,0-2000m May 11 	 7.7
	 4.4	 3.3

CG-2,12-15 stat.,0-1000m July 4 	 2.9	 2.9	 0

Comparing transport in April through sections 4-A and CG-3 with cor-
responding surface speeds a southward increase of transport which
conforms to longitudunal pulsation of speed of surface geostrophic
movement was indicated on some parts of the trajectory of current.

The picture of surface circulation expressed by the dynamic topo-
graphy scheme (Fig.1) has a specific feature - a system of anticyclo-

nic rotation of water that is located over the Grand Bank shoals and

over the Flemish Cap Bank. According to their position and direction
of rotation these vortices conform to well-known from some theoreti-
cal and experimental works addies or Taylor columns which present one

of the forms of adaptation of streams to topographic impediments of
seamountains or sea hills type. The character of evolution of one of
the indicated dynamic formations in the period from late March to earl
early July is shown on Fig.3. From this picture we may conclude that

the main tendency of anticyclonic geostrophic vortex evolution in the
surface layer over the Flemish Cap Bank consisted of the increase of
vortical formation size and that of water rotation speed in the field
of the vortex. Besides, from the figure one can see that the center

of the anticyclone was displaced spatially at the same time remaining

in the limits of the zone with depths not exceeding 300-400 m. Taking
into consideration frequency of surveys we may judge also on stability
of anticyclonic form of circulation over the Flemish Cap Bank in the
period of observation.
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Geostrophic circulation f water in shelfy zones of the South
Labrador areas in June and .lso in those of Newfoundland in June/
July 1981 had the typical structure which is characterized by a com-
bination of a system of mea Bering streams of the Labrador Current
and anticyclonic vortical formations over the Grand Bank shoals and
also over the Flemish Cap Bank®

in spring/summer 1981 the surface water geostrophic circulation
over the Flemish Cap Bank had a stable anticyclonic character which
is a sign of favourable condtions for ichthyoplankton generation
survival and for formation o abundant generation of the Flemish Cap
cod.
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Fig.l. Conditional dynamic
latively to 200 m la
mish Cap Bank in the

- 24 cruise of R/V
2 - 4/81 cruise of R
3 - 23 cruise of R/V

opography (in dyn.cm ) of sea surface re-
er in areas of Newfoundland and the Fle-
period 29 May-1 July 1981.
"Persey III" stations, 29.05-14.06;

"N.Kononov" stations, 1-2906;
'Lemma" stations, 20.06-1.07.
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57*	55°	 530	 i® 49®	 47°

Fig.2. Conditional dynamic topography (in dyn.cm) of sea surface re-
latively to 200 m layer in areas of the South Labrador and
Newfoundland in the period 5-28 July 1981 (acc. to 4/81 cruise
of R/V "N.Kononov" data).
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Fig.30 Conditional dynamic topography (in dyn.cm) of sea surface re-
latively to 200 m 1•yer in the Flemish Cap area in the periods
of spring/summer su veys,1981(acc. to 23 cruise of R/V "Gem-
ma" and 4/81 cruise of R/V "N.Kononov" data).
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